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     Under Siege 

 

Intro: 

  Peace you guys, we all know who we are 

 And that’s what important and that goes 

deep. Keep it real and true. Love yourself.  

PEACE. 

 

Verse 1: 

  Pressure cookers in our faces Celebrity angst opening cases 

  Set it straight for favorite sleepers they even try to get me faceless 

  I ain’t playin’ still were sayin’ don’t forget the link is wasteless 

  TrueHoppers use the last challenge to build strength patience 

 

  Married to the music brings us peace spiritual feast still 

  Blasting beasts so don’t swim in the anger danger sneeks 

  Is why we teach so love will last beyond the recent past 

  Peace from Casper High Velocity faster Peaches preach 
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Social media on the surface getting’ bleedyah 

Nothin’ new ta me talkin’ unity all ova tha studio 

Industry relationships love y’all no big deal 

Rap is functional friendly media 

 

  So don’t be afraid to drop the hype for hope selfish 

  Bout’ the 4 is pushing hate lying bar stripes ta cope 

  It’s a story we can learn from, never envy or compare son 

  Just be confident the air won 

 

 

Chorus: 

  Under Siege, let me be, gotta get free 

  Away from the anger, clear the energy ( 4 times) 
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Verse #2 

 

  Since I have a chance to say what’s up to the people 

  Who stayed true Happy Holidays how you like is cool 

  Carry on eat shit rest motivate lighten up nobody’s fool  

Keep Keepin’ on is the rule 

 

(it’s been) quite a time with all the attention so much has been  

dissention, that means arguments we need to mention 

Freedom was our point still a peacemaker went out of my way 

Guided by the light our love of brothahood henchman 

 

Witnessing the outro another phase offered air support to raise 

and turn the page for B and Johnny Blaze 

No end in sights quit the fights the devil uses to distract 

From the final stage here’s the quiet rage 

 

Really all love because it has to be peep the Fellowship tribes free 

Eternal connects life diversity 

Even from a distance we insist this as Infinite Labs Team Camp 

Chill Peace Crew rinses 
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Chorus: 

  Under Siege, let me be, gotta get free 

  Away from the anger, clear the energy ( 4 times) 

    

   


